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The revised edition of this hallmark text is updated with
the recent developments in design, construction and
maintenance of Prestressed Concrete Structures. It
incorporates the integrated limit state concepts in design
with emphasis on the practical aspe.
Now reflecting the new 2008 ACI 318-08 Code and the
new International Building Code (IBC-2006), this cuttingedge text has been extensively revised to present stateof-the-art developments in reinforced concrete. The text
analyzes the design of reinforced concrete members
through a unique and practical step-by-step trial and
adjustment procedure. It is supplemented with flowcharts
that guide readers logically through key features and
underlying theory. Hundreds of photos of tests to failure
of concrete elements help readers visualize this
behavior. Ideal for practicing engineers who need to
contend with the new revisions of the ACI, IBC, and
AASHTO Codes.
Prestressed concrete decks are commonly used for
bridges with spans between 25m and 450m and provide
economic, durable and aesthetic solutions in most
situations where bridges are needed. Concrete remains
the most common material for bridge construction
around the world, and prestressed concrete is frequently
the material of choice. Extensively illustrated throughout,
this invaluable book brings together all aspects of
designing prestressed concrete bridge decks into one
comprehensive volume. The book clearly explains the
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principles behind both the design and construction of
prestressed concrete bridges, illustrating the interaction
between the two. It covers all the different types of deck
arrangement and the construction techniques used,
ranging from in-situ slabs and precast beams; segmental
construction and launched bridges; and cable-stayed
structures. Included throughout the book are many
examples of the different types of prestressed concrete
decks used, with the design aspects of each discussed
along with the general analysis and design process.
Detailed descriptions of the prestressing components
and systems used are also included. Prestressed
Concrete Bridges is an essential reference book for both
the experienced engineer and graduate who want to
learn more about the subject.
The design of structures in general, and prestressed
concrete structures in particular, requires considerably
more information than is contained in building codes. A
sound understanding of structural behaviour at all stages
of loading is essential. This textbook presents a detailed
description and explanation of the behaviour of
prestressed concret
In recent years knowledge of concrete and concrete
structures has increased, as has its applications. New
types of concrete challenged scientists and engineers,
and ecological constraints encouraged the
implementation of life cycle design of concrete
structures, moving the focus more and more to
maintenance and uprating of structures. And since
buildings are not only designed for safety and
serviceability, but also for flexibility and adaptability, the
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design of performance based materials and structures
has become more and more important. Tailor Made
Concrete Structures. New Solutions for our Society
comprises the proceedings of the International fib
Symposium 2008 (Amsterdam, 19-22 May 2008), and
considers these new perspectives and developments,
including sections on new materials (i.e. fire resisting
concrete, ultra-high performance fibered concrete, textile
reinforced concrete, bacteria-based self healing
concrete) and codes for the future (i.e. the American P2P
Iniative, fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) applications in
construction, Codes for SFRC Structures). The book
includes contributions from leading scientists and
professionals in concrete and concrete structures
worldwide, and covers: – Life cycle design – Design
strategies for the future – Underground structures –
Monitoring and Inspection – Diagnosis – Innovative
materials – Codes for the future – Modifying and
adapting structures – Architectural Concrete –
Developing a modern infrastructure – Designing
structures against extreme loads – Increasing the speed
of construction Tailor Made Concrete Structures. New
Solutions for our Society includes the state-of-the-art in
research on concrete and concrete structures, and will
be invaluable to professionals, structural engineers and
scientists.
Prestressed concrete is widely used in the construction
industry in buildings, bridges, and other structures. The
new edition of this book provides up-to-date guidance on
the detailed design of prestressed concrete structures
according to the provisions of the latest preliminary
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version of Eurocode 2: Design of Concrete Structures,
DD ENV 1992-1-1: 1992. The emphasis throughout is on
design - the problem of providing a structure to fulfil a
given purpose - but fundamental concepts are also
described in detail. All major topics are dealt with,
including prestressed flat slabs, an important and
growing application in the design of buildings. The text is
illustrated throughout with worked examples and
problems for further study. Examples are given of
computer spreadsheets for typical design calculations.
Prestressed Concrete Design will be a valuable guide to
practising engineers, students and research workers.
Performance-based Earthquake Engineering has
emerged before the turn of the century as the most
important development in the field of Earthquake
Engineering during the last three decades. It has since
then started penetrating codes and standards on seismic
assessment and retrofitting and making headway
towards seismic design standards for new structures as
well. The US have been a leader in Performance-based
Earthquake Engineering, but also Europe is a major
contributor. Two Workshops on Performance-based
Earthquake Engineering, held in Bled (Slovenia) in 1997
and 2004 are considered as milestones. The ACES
Workshop in Corfu (Greece) of July 2009 builds on them,
attracting as contributors world-leaders in Performancebased Earthquake Engineering from North America,
Europe and the Pacific rim (Japan, New Zealand,
Taiwan, China). It covers the entire scope of
Performance-based Earthquake Engineering: Ground
motions for performance-based earthquake engineering;
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Methodologies for Performance-based seismic design
and retrofitting; Implementation of Performance-based
seismic design and retrofitting; and Advanced seismic
testing for performance-based earthquake engineering.
Audience: This volume will be of interest to scientists and
advanced practitioners in structural earthquake
engineering, geotechnical earthquake engineering,
engineering seismology, and experimental dynamics.
This highly successful textbook has been comprehensively
revised for two main reasons: to bring the book up-to-date
and make it compatible with BS8110 1985; and to take into
account the increasing use made of microcomputers in civil
engineering. An important chapter on microcomputer
applications has been added.
This book is suited for a first course in pre-stressed concrete
design offered to senior undergraduate students in civil
engineering and postgraduate students in structural
engineering. The book focuses on the behaviour of the prestressed concrete structural elements. Carefully-chosen
worked examples are included to delineate the design
aspects while relevant chapter-end questions enable
effortless recapitulation of the subject. The content, while
being useful to both the students and teachers, will also serve
as an invaluable reference for engineers.
The sixth edition of this comprehensive monograph on
Prestressed Concrete is updated to meet the basic
requirements of undergraduate and postgraduate students of
Civil, Structural and Highway Engineering streams and
practising structural engineers. The book incorporates the
latest specifcations of the revised Indian, British and
American codes, with emphasis on the limit state concepts
universally adopted in the design of prestressed concrete
structures. The design concepts, construction and
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rehabilitation techniques are well illustrated through
numerous worked out examples, figures and case histories of
actual structures.
This report was drafted by fib Task Group 6.4, Precast
bridges: José Calavera (Convenor, Spain) André De
Chefdebien (CERIB, France), David Fernández-Ordóñez
(Prefabricados Castelo, S.A., Spain, Secretary), Antonello
Gasperi (Consulting engineer, Italy), Jorge Ley (INTEMAC,
Spain), Fritz Mönnig (Prof. Bechert & Partner, Germany),
Pierre Passeman (CERIB, France), C. Quartel (Spanbeton
BV, The Netherlands), Ladislav Sasek (VPU DECO Praha,
Czech Republic), George Tootell (Buchan Concrete Ltd., UK),
Arnold Van Acker (Belgium)
Presented in this work are the possible collapse mechanisms
initiated by a precast flexural member dropping on a lower
member. The ultimate goal of this research is to develop
design guidelines and advice to prevent progressive collapse
in such cases. The problem is complicated due to the
dynamic analyses involved in the dropping, the impact, and
the resulting vibration. Analytical solutions and numerical
solutions were developed to solve three possible collapse
scenarios: perfectly plastic, inelastic, and elastic. These
impact scenarios should provide a reasonable understanding
of the dynamic behaviour for the member after impact. The
analytical solution involves using Fourier series and the
numerical solution involves a developed method of converting
an initial velocity profile to an impulse load using SAP2000.
The members are from typical parking garages. The first
solutions developed were for the perfectly plastic and elastic
impact scenarios based on assumed initial velocity profiles.
The resulting reactions from the impact were evaluated
against ACI provisions. It has been found that a shear failure
can be prevented by providing some shear reinforcement.
However, the resulting bending moment is high and the
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member is prone to fail under flexure. The second solutions
developed were for perfectly plastic impact based on the preimpact velocity profile of the top beam. The post-impact
velocity profiles were not assumed. SAP2000 was used to
calculate the post-impact velocity profiles for the upper and
lower beams. The resulting shear and bending moment for
the perfectly plastic scenario were extremely high and caused
the member to fail. However, the resulting shear and bending
moment for the case of inelastic impact did not cause failure.
Finally, a simulation of the impact using the finite element
analysis COMSOL Multiphysics program was performed.
When simulating impact, the COMSOL documents caution
the user to check conservation of momentum and energy to
ensure that the results are reasonable. Conservation of
momentum has been checked and found not to be satisfied.
Therefore, COMSOL Multiphysics is not recommended for
this type of analysis.
These volumes contain the edited documents presented at
the NATO-Sponsored Advanced Research Workshop (ARW)
on Partial Pre8tre88ing, from Theory to Practice, held at the
CEBTP Research Centre of Saint-Remy-Ies-Chevreuse,
France, June 18-22, 1984. The workshop was a direct
extension of the International Symposium on Nonlinearity and
Continuity in Pre8tre88ed Concrete, organized by the editor
at the University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada, July 4-6,
1983. The organization of the NATO-ARW on Partial
Prestressing was prompted by the need to explain and
reduce the wide dirrerences of expert oph:iipn· on the subject,
which make more difficult the accep tance of partial
prestressing by the profession at large. Specifically, the
workshop attempted to: - produce a more unified picture of
partial presetressing, by con fronting and, where possible,
reconciling some conflicting American and European views
on this subject; - bring theoretical advances on partial
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prestressing within the grasp of engineering practice; provide the required background for developing some
guidelines on the use of partial prestressing, in agreement
with existing structural concrete standards. The five themes
selected for the workshop agenda were: (1) Problems of
Partially Prestressed Concrete (PPC). (2) Partially
Prestressed Concrete Members: Static Loading. (3) PPC
Members: Repeated and Dynamic Loadings. (4) Continuity in
Partially Prestressed Concrete. (5) Practice of Partial
Prestressing.
Concrete is an integral part of twenty-first century structural
engineering, and an understanding of how to analyze and
design concrete structures is a vital part of training as a
structural engineer. With Eurocode legislation increasingly
replacing British Standards, it’s also important to know how
this affects the way you can work with concrete. Newly
revised to Eurocode 2, this second edition retains the
original’s emphasis on qualitative understanding of the
overall behaviour of concrete structures. Now expanded, with
a new chapter dedicated to case studies, worked examples,
and exercise examples, it is an even more comprehensive
guide to conceptual design, analysis, and detailed design of
concrete structures. The book provides civil and structural
engineering students with complete coverage of the analysis
and design of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures.
Great emphasis is placed on developing a qualitative
understanding of the overall behaviour of structures.
High strength fibre composites (FRPs) have been used with
civil structures since the 1980s, mostly in the repair,
strengthening and retrofitting of concrete structures. This has
attracted considerable research, and the industry has
expanded exponentially in the last decade. Design guidelines
have been developed by professional organizations in a
number of countries including USA, Japan, Europe and
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China, but until now designers have had no publication which
provides practical guidance or accessible coverage of the
fundamentals. This book fills this void. It deals with the
fundamentals of composites, and basic design principles, and
provides step-by-step guidelines for design. Its main theme is
the repair and retrofit of un-reinforced, reinforced and
prestressed concrete structures using carbon, glass and other
high strength fibre composites. In the case of beams, the
focus is on their strengthening for flexure and shear or their
stiffening. The main interest with columns is the improvement
of their ductility; and both strengthening and ductility
improvement of un-reinforced structures are covered.
Methods for evaluating the strengthened structures are
presented. Step by step procedures are set out, including
flow charts, for the various structural components, and design
examples and practice problems are used to illustrate. As
infrastructure ages worldwide, and its demolition and
replacement becomes less of an option, the need for repair
and retrofit of existing facilities will increase. Besides its
audience of design professionals, this book suits graduate
and advanced undergraduate students.
This second edition of Precast Concrete Structures
introduces the conceptual design ideas for the prefabrication
of concrete structures and presents a number of worked
examples that translate designs from BS 8110 to Eurocode
EC2, before going into the detail of the design, manufacture,
and construction of precast concrete multi-storey buildings.
Detailed structural analysis of precast concrete and its use is
provided and some details are presented of recent precast
skeletal frames of up to forty storeys. The theory is supported
by numerous worked examples to Eurocodes and European
Product Standards for precast reinforced and prestressed
concrete elements, composite construction, joints and
connections and frame stability, together with extensive
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specifications for precast concrete structures. The book is
extensively illustrated with over 500 photographs and line
drawings.
Providing both an introduction to basic concepts and an indepth treatment of the most up-to-date methods for the
design and analysis of concrete of structures, "Design of
Prestressed Concrete" will service the needs of both students
and professional engineers.
The aim of this state-of-art report is to present current
practices for use of precast and prestressed concrete in
countries in seismic regions, to recommend good practice,
and to discuss current developments. The report has been
drafted by 30 contributors from nine different countries. This
state-of-art report covers: state of the practice in various
countries; advantages and disadvantages of incorporating
precast reinforced and prestressed concrete in construction;
lessons learned from previous earthquakes; construction
concepts; design approaches; primary lateral load resisting
systems (precast and prestressed concrete frame systems
and structural walls including dual systems) diaphragms of
precast and prestressed concrete floor units; modelling and
analytical methods; gravity load resisting systems;
foundations; and miscellaneous elements (shells, folded
plates, stairs and architectural cladding panels). Design
equations are reported where necessary, but the emphasis is
on principles. Ordinary cast-in-place reinforced concrete is
not considered in this report. This fib state-of-the-art report is
intended to assist designers and constructors to provide safe
and economical applications of structural precast concrete
and at the same time to allow innovation in design and
construction to continue. This Bulletin N° 27 was approved as
an fib state-of-art report in autumn 2002 byfib Commission 7,
Seismic design.
The sixth edition of this comprehensive textbook provides the
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same philosophical approach that has gained wide
acceptance since the first edition was published in 1965. The
strength and behavior of concrete elements are treated with
the primary objective of explaining and justifying the rules and
formulas of the ACI Building Code. The treatment is
incorporated into the chapters in such a way that the reader
may study the concepts in a logical sequence in detail or
merely accept a qualitative explanation and proceed directly
to the design process using the ACI Code.
The development of prestressing technology has constituted
one of the more important improvements in the fields of
structural engineering and construction. Referring particularly
to post-tensioning applications, it is generally recognized how
it opens the possibility to improve economy, structural
behaviour and aesthetic aspects in concrete solutions. In
spite of the simplicity of its basic concepts and well-known
advantages, the application extent of post-tensioning
solutions cannot be considered harmonized in the different
areas and structural applications. In fact, for various reasons,
it appears that the potential offered by prestressing is far from
being fully exploited, especially in building structures field. In
many cases where post-tensioning would provide a visibly
superior solution, it happens after all that a more conventional
non-prestressed solution is often selected. The main objective
of this fib Technical Report is therefore to show the benefits
of using post-tensioning for the more common practical
applications in concrete buildings. The document is mainly
addressed to architects, contractors and owners. It is also
drafted with the goal of motivating building designers to use
post-tensioning: basic design aspects related to prestressing
effects and design criteria are summarized and conceptual
design aspects are emphasized. A set of practical examples
is presented, showing the adopted solutions and their
advantages when meeting the requirements of specific
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problems. The selected examples were precisely not chosen
because they are outstanding structures. As a matter of fact,
post-tensioning principles and technology can be used in any
structure, independently of its importance, covering a wide
range of building structural applications, improving the
structure quality and promoting concrete as a structural
material. The advantages of using post-tensioning,
concerning structural behaviour, economy, detailing and
constructive aspects, are illustrated by the presentation of
several existing structures, most of them designed by
Working Party members. General design calculations are not
presented, but design results showing the improvement in
structural behaviour are illustrated.
Limit Analysis and Concrete Plasticity, Second Edition covers
the most relevant topics related to plastic design methods,
providing a reliable and superior alternative to existing
empirical methods. Fully updated and containing more
extensive coverage, this second edition includes numerical
methods and computer code for solving problems,
incorporating methods into Eurocode 2 - the common
concrete standard for the whole of Europe. This edition:
Emphasizes practical design, treating almost all the
elementary concrete mechanics problems in such a way that
the solutions may be directly applied by the designer Details
the fundamental problems associated with so-called
effectiveness factors Covers many new solutions to specific
problems, including concentrated forces, shear walls and
deep beams, beams with normal forces and torsional
moments, and solutions dealing with membrane effects in
slabs Simplifies the treatment of shear in beams and slabs
without shear reinforcement or with a modicum of shear
reinforcement Extends the chapters on joints and bond
strength, showing how plastic theory offers reasonable
solutions for most structural problems in reinforced concrete
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Limit Analysis and Concrete Plasticity explains the basic
principles of plasticity theory and its application to the design
of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures, providing a
thorough understanding of the subject, rather than simply
applying current design codes. This scientific understanding
of the subject enables the design student or engineer to solve
problems more effectively and safely.
This book addresses an overall approach presenting
comprehensive principles and description of the analysis and
design of prestressed concrete members, from its initial
design concepts, analysis, to the construction stage. The
structural components are analyzed and designed to conform
to the requirements of Eurocodes, [that are similar to Indian
Standard Codes] followed throughout the world. In order to
elaborate on the concept of prestressed concrete, seven
different cases are dealt with in this book to add an analytical
approach to the subject. The concepts explained are wellsupported with the mathematical derivations and problem
formulations. Illustrative figures and tables further help in
making understanding of the concepts easier. The book
serves as a reference for the undergraduate students of civil
and structural engineering.
This text presents the theoretical and practical aspects of
analysis and design, complemented by numerous design
examples.
Based on the Institute of Concrete Technology's advanced
course, this new four volume series is a comprehensive
educational and reference resource for the concrete materials
technologist. An expert international team of authors from
research, academia and industry has been brought together
to produce this unique reference source. Each volume deals
with different aspects of the properties, composition, uses
and testing of concrete. With worked examples, case studies
and illustrations throughout, this series will be a key reference
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for the concrete specialist for years to come. Expert
international authorship ensures the series is authoritative
Case studies and worked examples help the reader apply
their knowledge to practice Comprehensive coverage of the
subject gives the reader all the necessary reference material
Examining the fundamental differences between design and
analysis, Robert Benaim explores the close relationship
between aesthetic and technical creativity and the importance
of the intuitive, more imaginative qualities of design that every
designer should employ when designing a structure. Aiding
designers of concrete bridges in developing an intuitive
understanding of structural action, this book encourages
innovation and the development of engineering architecture.
Simple, relevant calculation techniques that should precede
any detailed analysis are summarized. Construction methods
used to build concrete bridge decks and substructures are
detailed and direct guidance on the choice and the sizing of
different types of concrete bridge deck is given. In addition
guidance is provided on solving recurring difficult problems of
detailed design and realistic examples of the design process
are provided. This book enables concrete bridge designers to
broaden their scope in design and provides an analysis of the
necessary calculations and methods.
CAD84: 6th International Conference and Exhibition on
Computers in Design Engineering is a collection of 64
conference papers that covers a wide range of topics on
computer-aided design (CAD) and CADCAM, including CAD
process plant designs, techniques, drafting systems,
electronics, geometric design, kinematics, mechanical
engineering, solid modelling, and structures. The book starts
by describing the progress that has been made in hardware
and software. The text continues by presenting papers about
interactive system for the design and production of computer
programs; an algorithmic language for the definition and
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manipulation of drawings; and a software tool to enable
application dialog input to be developed for new or existing
programs with or without problem-oriented language. Papers
on the design of a drawing system that consists of a language
kernel for tailoring the system to support various styles and
practices and on an automated drawing and cost estimation
program for platform frame construction named HOUSE24
are also presented. The book also discusses HILO-2, which is
a single coherent system for design verification, fault
simulation, and test vector generation. The text will benefit
both students and professionals using CAD.
Completely revised to reflect the new ACI 318-08 Building
Code and International Building Code, IBC 2009, this popular
book offers a unique approach to examining the design of
prestressed concrete members in a logical, step-by-step trial
and adjustment procedure. KEY TOPICS: Integrates handy
flow charts to help readers better understand the steps
needed for design and analysis. Includes a revised chapter
containing the latest ACI and AASHTO Provisions on the
design of post-tensioned beam end anchorage blocks using
the strut-and-tie approach in conformity with ACI 318-08
Code. Offers a new complete section with two extensive
design examples using the strut-and-tie approach for the
design of corbels and deep beams. Features an addition to
the elastic method of design, with comprehensive design
examples on LRFD and Standard AASHTO designs of bridge
deck members for flexure, shear and torsion, conforming to
the latest AASHTO specifications. Includes a revised chapter
on slender columns, including a simplified load-contour biaxial
bending method which is easier to apply in desiign, using
moments rather than loads in the reciprocal approach.
MARKET: A useful construction reference for engineers.
With its accessible approach and streamlined coverage of
theory, engineers will quickly learn how to apply the concepts
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in the eighth edition. The contents have been updated to
conform to the 2008 building code of the American Concrete
Institute (ACI 318-08). New spreadsheets are included that
arm the reader with tools to analyze and design reinforced
concrete elements and quickly compare alternative solutions.
A new chapter on seismic design explores the issues related
to the design of reinforced concrete structures to resist
earthquakes. The new materials section also provides
engineers with details and examples on how to design shear
walls for combined axial load and bending moment.

This textbook imparts a firm understanding of the
behavior of prestressed concrete and how it relates
to design based on the 2014 ACI Building Code. It
presents the fundamental behavior of prestressed
concrete and then adapts this to the design of
structures. The book focuses on prestressed
concrete members including slabs, beams, and
axially loaded members and provides computational
examples to support current design practice along
with practical information related to details and
construction with prestressed concrete. It illustrates
concepts and calculations with Mathcad and EXCEL
worksheets. Written with both lucid instructional
presentation as well as comprehensive, rigorous
detail, the book is ideal for both students in graduatelevel courses as well as practicing engineers.
NSA is a comprehensive collection of international
nuclear science and technology literature for the
period 1948 through 1976, pre-dating the prestigious
INIS database, which began in 1970. NSA existed as
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a printed product (Volumes 1-33) initially, created by
DOE's predecessor, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC). NSA includes citations to
scientific and technical reports from the AEC, the
U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration and its contractors, plus other
agencies and international organizations,
universities, and industrial and research
organizations. References to books, conference
proceedings, papers, patents, dissertations,
engineering drawings, and journal articles from
worldwide sources are also included. Abstracts and
full text are provided if available.
Ordinary concrete is strong in compression but weak
in tension. Even reinforced concrete, where steel
bars are used to take up the tension that the
concrete cannot resist, is prone to cracking and
corrosion under low loads. Prestressed concrete is
highly resistant to stress, and is used as a building
material for bridges, tanks, shell roofs, floors,
buildings, containment vessels for nuclear power
plants and offshore oil platforms. With a wide range
of benefits such as crack control, low rates of
corrosion, thinner slabs, fewer joints and increased
span length; prestressed concrete is a stronger,
safer, more economical and more sustainable
building material. The introduction of the Eurocodes
has necessitated a new approach to the design of
prestressed concrete structures and this book
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provides a comprehensive practical guide for
professionals through each stage of the design
process. Each chapter focuses on a specific aspect
of design Fully consistent with Eurocode 2, and the
associated parts of Eurocodes 1 and 8 Examples of
challenges often encountered in professional
practice worked through in full Detailed coverage of
post-tensioned structures Extensive coverage of
design of flat slabs using the finite element method
Examples of pre-tensioned and post-tensioned
bridge design An introduction to earthquake resistant
design using EC 8 Examining the design of whole
structures as well as the design of sections through
many fully worked numerical examples which allow
the reader to follow each step of the design
calculations, this book will be of great interest to
practising engineers who need to become more
familiar with the use of the Eurocodes for the design
of prestressed concrete structures. It will also be of
value to university students with an interest in the
practical design of whole structures.
The design of structures in general, and prestressed
concrete structures in particular, requires
considerably more information than is contained in
building codes. A sound understanding of structural
behaviour at all stages of loading is essential. This
textbook presents a detailed description and
explanation of the behaviour of prestressed concrete
members and structures both at service loads and at
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ultimate loads and, in doing so, provide a
comprehensive and up-to-date guide to structural
design. Much of the text is based on first principles
and relies only on the principles of mechanics and
the properties of concrete and steel, with numerous
worked examples. However, where the design
requirements are code specific, this book refers to
the provisions of Eurocode 2: Design of Concrete
Structures and, where possible, the notation is the
same as in Eurocode 2. A parallel volume is written
to the Australian Standard for Concrete Structures
AS3600-2009. The text runs from an introduction to
the fundamentals to in-depth treatments of more
advanced topics in modern prestressed concrete
structures. It suits senior undergraduate and
graduate students and also practising engineers who
want comprehensive introduction to the design of
prestressed concrete structures. It retains the clear
and concise explanations and the easy-to-read style
of the first edition, but the content has been
extensively re-organised and considerably expanded
and updated. New chapters cover design
procedures, actions and loads; prestressing systems
and construction requirements; connections and
detailing; and design concepts for prestressed
concrete bridges. The topic of serviceability is
developed extensively throughout. All the authors
have been researching and teaching the behaviour
and design of prestressed concrete structures for
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over thirty-five years and the proposed new edition
of the book reflects this wealth of experience. The
work has also gained much from Professor Gilbert
active and long-time involvement in the development
of standards for concrete buildings and concrete
bridges.
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